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You can find a variety of Free Arts and Craft Project here, including beaded project and other project. This month, I would like to feature the
instruction on a beaded 3D Crystal Fish made with Swarovski Crystals, using right angle weave beading technique.
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The pictorials are illustrated with spaces between beads for a clearer direction, in the actual beading, there should be no spaces.

Beaded Crystal Fish

What you need:
1)  Crystal Bicones (16pcs 3mm crystal bicone, 38pcs 4mm crystal bicone  
     {including two black 4mm for the eyes} using color combinations of choice)
2)  Beading string (0.25mm).

Step 1: Cut a piece of beaded string around half meter long.

Add four 4mm crystal bicones (make sure the third

crystal added is black - for the eye) at the center of the

string and crisscross through the last added crystal to

form a crystal circle as shown.

Step 2: Continue to: (work with one side of the string at one time)

Add four 4mm crystal bicones on the top (black) string

and cross the same string back down through the first

crystal added in this step (shown where the string

crisscrosses).

Repeat the above for the bottom string - Add four 4mm crystal

bicones on the bottom (red) string and cross the same

string back up through the first crystal added in this

step (shown where the string crisscrosses).

Step 3: Continue to:

Add one 4mm crystal bicone and crisscross both strings

through this new added crystal.

Step 4: Continue to: (work with one side of the string at one time)

Add three 4mm and four 3mm crystal bicones on the

top (red) string.

Continue to pass this same string down the third 3mm

crystal you just added (marked A)

Continue to add one 3mm crystal bicone and continue

to pass the string down through three old 4mm crystals

marked B, C and D.

Repeat the above for the bottom string - Add three 4mm and four

3mm crystal bicones on the bottom (black) string.

Continue to pass this same string up the third 3mm
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crystal you just added (marked A)

Continue to add one 3mm crystal bicone and continue

to pass the string up through three old 4mm crystals

marked B, C and D.

Step 5: Continue to:

Add one 4mm crystal bicone and crisscross both strings

through this new added crystal.

Step 6: Continue to:

Add one 4mm crystal bicone on each string (total of

two) and one last 4mm crystal to crisscross both strings

through.

Step 7: Continue to: (work with one side of the string at one time)

Add three 3mm crystals on the top (red) string and pass

this same string back down the 4mm crystal that you

started off in this step.

Repeat the above for the bottom string - Add three 3mm crystals

on the bottom (black) string and pass this same string

back down the 4mm crystal that you started off in this

step.

You have now finished one side of the fish, it's still not

3D, so we need to make the other side by continuing, so

do not cut away excess strings yet.
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This diagram with red dots which indicates where the strings will

need to pass through on the next few steps to come.

Step 8: Continue to: (The pink crystals indicates new crystals added)

Add one 4mm crystal bicone on each string (total of

two) and one last 4mm crystal to crisscross both strings

through.

Step 9: Continue to: (work with one side of the string at one time)

On the top red string:

Add two 4mm crystal bicones, continue to pass this

same string back up two old 4mm crystal marked A, B

and down further through the first crystal added on this

string on this step. 

On the bottom black string:

Add two 4mm crystal bicones, continue to pass this

same string back down two old 4mm crystal marked C,

D and up further through the first crystal added on this

string on this step. 

Step 10: Continue to:

Add one 4mm crystal bicone and crisscross both strings

through this new added crystal.
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Step 11: Continue to: (work with one side of the string at one time)

On the top black string:

Add two 4mm crystal bicones, continue to pass this

same string back up old 4mm crystals marked A, B and

C. 

On the bottom red string:

Add two 4mm crystal bicones, continue to pass this

same string back down old 4mm crystals marked D, E

and F. 

Step 12: Continue to:

Add one 4mm crystal bicone and crisscross both strings

through this new added crystal.

Step 13: Continue to:

Add one 4mm crystal bicone on the bottom (black)

string.

Add one 4mm black crystal bicone on the top (red)

string, continue to pass this string through one old

crystal marked A. Tie off and pass the excess string

back through the piece for more security.

Now you can add a hook or jump ring on the top fin to

wear it as a charm or earrings or pendant!

More projects to be found in the below categories:

Disclaimer: The information in each project is submitted by our users and presented in good faith, but no warranty is given, nor results guaranteed, nor is freedom from any
patent to be inferred. Since we have no control over physical conditions surrounding the application of information herein contained, BeadJewelryMaking.com disclaims any
liability for untoward results or content. 
Important: Please be sure to thoroughly read the instructions for all products, paying particular attention to all cautions and warnings shown to ensure the proper and safe use
of the product for child safety in accordance to age safety standards. 
Copyright: Users voluntarily submits their own content and the copyright belongs to the user themselves, but by submitting any and all information to BeadJewelryMaking.com
users agrees that these information can be evaluated, use or not to use and amended by BeadJewelryMaking.com.
All Rights Reserved. No part of this Project may be reproduced in any form without permission in writing, except for your personal use, except by reviewer, who may in
reviewing this project, quote brief passages in a magazine or newspaper. The viewer is granted a limited, non-transferable one-time license to print one copy of each printable
page for personal use without specific permission. Further copying, distribution or use of any of the material herein, including without limitation printable pages, is prohibited.
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Check out our Bead Project page or  Photo Gallery for more Ideas
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